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                            About
                            Jude Clark
                        

                        
I believe that every client is an individual. I spend time listening to the needs and only then can provide options/marketing strategies that will be tailored to suit their needs. 

I make sure that the process of selling or buying is as smooth & as positive as it can be and that clients are fully informed of all activity along the way. 



One of my early testimonials stated that "they were so impressed with the service and the great results that they were just “Sold on Jude."



My brand has grown as has my business and continues to be renowned here in the Wairarapa and internationally.



My 23 years’ experience as a kindergarten teacher in the Wairarapa has helped me considerably. Parents and families trusting & respecting my professionalism making them feel empowered, secure & confident - they know I am honest, ethical & principled. These attributes are expected in the Real Estate profession.



When it comes to being the BEST Real Estate Salesperson you can be - well I know that my teaching and life experiences are the best prerequisite for my Real Estate business.



I’m married to Phil, have 2 awesome adult children, 4 grandchildren, 3 grand dogs. I am a host mum to countless AFS international exchange students; I was an international exchange student way back in the 70’s & my host dad Bob has spent 28 years summers with my family - trout fishing and photographing his way around N                        
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I believe that every client is an individual. I spend time listening to the needs and only then can provide options/marketing strategies that will be tailored to suit their needs. 

I make sure that the process of selling or buying is as smooth & as positive as it can be and that clients are fully informed of all activity along the way. 



One of my early testimonials stated that "they were so impressed with the service and the great results that they were just “Sold on Jude."



My brand has grown as has my business and continues to be renowned here in the Wairarapa and internationally.



My 23 years’ experience as a kindergarten teacher in the Wairarapa has helped me considerably. Parents and families trusting & respecting my professionalism making them feel empowered, secure & confident - they know I am honest, ethical & principled. These attributes are expected in the Real Estate profession.



When it comes to being the BEST Real Estate Salesperson you can be - well I know that my teaching and life experiences are the best prerequisite for my Real Estate business.



I’m married to Phil, have 2 awesome adult children, 4 grandchildren, 3 grand dogs. I am a host mum to countless AFS international exchange students; I was an international exchange student way back in the 70’s & my host dad Bob has spent 28 years summers with my family - trout fishing and photographing his way around NZ. 



Pre COVID Phil & I loved to travel, visiting our international sons & daughters, their families and our grandchildren around the world. 



List and Sell with me and I guarantee that you to will be Sold On Jude



The SoldOnJude team: Ollie Flemmer is my personal assistant.



We have many interrelated services such as local: Lawyers, Finance and Insurance brokers, Valuers, Moving Companies and tradies all at our clients disposal. We will do our very best to source anyone anywhere to make sure we provide you with everything you require for a positive memorable experience. 



Buying? Selling? Think SoldOnJude                
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                                        Jude is great if you are looking to purchase. Nothing is a hassle, great follow up service making sure everything goes to plan.
An excellent agent to work with.
Highly recommended.
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                                        Jude is knowledgeable & friendly. I think she is able to connect withe people well.
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                                        Jude was absolutely outstanding with everything she done fir my husband and myself. Always had a smile and so very friendly. She gave 100 per cent in everything she did.
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                                        We have known Jude for approx 40 yrs and we had all our faith in how she was acting for us. She did a remarkable job in keeping us informed as to what was happening. I would recommend anyone that is selling property to use Sold On Jude
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                                        Jude kept me informed and went the extra mile talking to the neighbors asking questions and passing on the answers all in a friendly way.
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                                        She was extremely helpful and very very pleasant to deal with. I found her to be honest and up-front in all our dealings. She understood what type of property I was looking for and when I found myself in a multi-offer situation she assured me that if I missed 
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